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Conflicting Courses CCNY Plans Expansion;
In Specialty Areas Two Million Appropriated

For New Baruch Building

In its continuing effort to best serve the student body by the dis
semination of information relating to any changes made in the cur
riculum and their underlying reasons, THE REPORTER has once again
gone behind the scenes to find out what is happening in the area of
By SHARON MANDELSBERG
course scheduling. It had been found that in the already limited num
ber of sections offered in the specialization areas, there was also a
The Baruch School has been slated fer a new site and approximately $12 million
large amoung of overlapping evident. This article surveys some of the dollars for expansion and reconstruction. The announcement
was made on January 28th
reasons and possible solutions. - ED.
by Dr. Buell Gallagher, president of City College, who also announced a $40 million ex
pansion plan for the College's Uptown Center.
By DAYID FELD HEIM
The present capital budget for•
Among the many problems encountered by the student
Baruch
a mounts to $2,040,000 - 000 f or both the Uptown and Down
:at registration is the vast amount of conflicting courses in
$2,000,000 for the acquisition of the town Centers.
.specialization areas. This is marked by many subjects being
future sight and $40,000 for adThe plan calls for the replace
offered at the same hour on the same night or by three credit vanced planning. On July 1, 1965, ment of Lewisohn Stadium, the
an addition al $350,000 will be made construction of. a five squ are block
courses given on one night.
Added to this situation is the on a much more scientific basis. As availa ble in order to have the ar- "plaza" over the heart of the cam
the situation now stands this can- chitects and engineers draft the pus, the erection of four new
inability of students to fit
n ot be done.
plans for the new building. Be- buildings comprised of ten differother required courses around
The roots of the situation run tween 1969-1970, the City Planni ng ent units and the acquisition of
such a schedule.
much deeper. It may be remem- Commission has tentatively ap- the High School of Music and Art.
The projected c onstruction com
An example of this pr oblem is bered by some of the old students propriated another $9,500,000 for
most clea rly defined by the case of at the College that not too many actual c onstruction of the new B a- plex will be located in an area now
a two credit course beginning,. at years ago all sections in a given ruch School. Another $500,000 is to separating the "north" and "south"
6:50. In order to take a course at course were open to any student be allotted for equipment during campuses. The master plan c alls
this hour the student cannot enroll regardless of classification. This 1970-1971, a s well as $285,000 f or for construction over a five year
for one offered at 5:50 since such was changed recently to permit addition al constructi on. The proj- period to be completed in three
for ected c apital expenditure is expect- phases.
a course ends at 7 :05. He is like only non-matrics to register
The new structures will include
ed to reach approximately $58,000,(Continued on Page 7)
wise unable to register for the 7:15
classes.
In discussing this problem with
Professor Wingate, chairman of
the Business Administration De
partment and Professor M adeheim,
chairman of the Man agement De
partment, some of the underlying
President Buell G. Gallagher
c auses were disc overed. Dr. Win
gate indicated that a large measure
Dr. Gustave G. Rosenberg, chairman of the Board of Higher Education, has asked an ele,-en-story high-rise science
of the problem centered on the
building to house the natural sci
unavailability of rooms at certain The City of New York for a lump sum of $1,000,000 to enable The City University of ences
- biology, chemistry and
hours necessitating scheduling dur New York to admit an additional 1,100 freshmen in the fall of 1965.
physics - and a science library;
ing available hours. In addition
The board chairman singled out•
a
one-st
ory "underground" physical
there is a problem of securing in this item for special c omment . as quested for addition al freshmen. 1964. Again we must move to ab- and health education building be
structors at given times. Professor he presented the 1965-66 E?Cecutiv:
e
s
o
rb
o
ur
share."
l
ne
a
th
the
plaz a ; a social science
en
"The
a
will
ble
ask
000
$ '
'000 we
Wingate related that instructors Budget requests for The City UmSpeaking of the over- all request and humanities building with a
indicate hours during which they versity to City Budget Director, us to take about 600 more fresh
for The City University, Dr. Rosen- special component for faculty of
will be able to give their courses, William F. Shea. The request to- men at the senior colleges and thus berg told the budget director, "Our fices; a college "commons" con
and the schedule is a rr anged ac tailed $105,603,116 for the opera- hold the line at the composite sc ore
task is to proYide quality higher taining cafeteria, dining room and
cordingly.
tion of eleven colleges including equivalent of about eighty-three educ ation that is adequate to our, meeting facilities as well as a fully
cent for admission to one of the p opulation. The view as to what is equipped teaching theatre with
per
ate and stu
st
city
the
from
funds
More Information Needed
dent fees. Ten c oireges ' are no; senior colleges," he said. "In addi- 'adequate has changed markedly seating for 400.
'
Professor M adeheim added that functioning. (Four senior colleges tion 500 freshmen would be ad
(Continued on Page 2)
(Continued on Page 2)
c
o
n_ .City, Hunter, Brooklyn, and mitted to the community colleges
one of the major problems
fronted while scheduling courses is Queens Colleges; and six commu- above the normal growth of about
the lack of vital information need- nity colleges - B orough of Man- 1,000 provided in the regular bud
ed for better scheduling. Dr. M ade- hattan, Bronx, Kingsborough, New get request for these newer, more
heim stated that if the depart- York City, Queensborough, and flexible colleges."
Referring to progress made in
ments were able to have more in- Staten Island Community Colleges.) The New College of Police the current year, Dr. Rosenberg
formation as to how many matric Science is to open in September, then went on to say, "The chalulated students were to register 1965.
lenge in 1965-66 is also critical. We
a nd which courses they wished to
Dr. Rosenberg revealed the expect 7,000 more high school grad
take, scheduling could be arranged board's plan for using the funds re- uates in 1965 than there were in
A marked decline in students registering as Baccalau
reate and Associate degree candidates is evident from the
totals thus far computed.
However, the increase of students registering as non
matriculated or graduate stu- •
dents has supplemented the hundred sixty students are still extotal, bringi�g the amount . of pe�t��o ;�t�t�h
ether the school
students registered up to pnor should ins titute an IBM co mputer
A record number of votes were cast in the annual Student Council election in which spring semesters.
system to allevi ate the p aper w ork
The most surprising aspect of involved in tabulating results o f
Miss Consuelo Ford was elected to the presidency of the Council.
registration was that only 20 new r:���;a��t' !�1 1i
The election, which was held during registration, saw a record total of 2,735 votes
bfe i�/�1i1'.!!
f
freshmen registered as matricucast. The ' Student Council election took place in the balcony of the auditorium, and was lated or AAS students. According sons. First, if the registration de
creases
in
the
future,
the IBM sys
• run under the supervision of;
to Mr. Bernard T. Ulitz, assistant tern will be obsolete; sec ond, the
Mr. Lewis Sturm.
registrar, this is due to the newly cost w ould be too great and the ef
instituted central registration pro- ficiency not worth the effort; third,
Miss Ford, a Political Science
cedure. When an applicant to City it is not possible to make up a ten
m ajor, is a 2 senior. Connie has
College fills out a Day Session tative schedule of what courses are
been a member of Council f or
form, it is handled by the Uptown necessary or demanded by Baruch
three years, serving as a Sopho
Center
for both the Uptown and ians.
more and Junior representative.
Baruch Schools. If the candidate
When asked why a schedule of
According to Connie, there are
not
qualify for matriculated teachers was not distributed prior
does
three major areas of Student Coun
status, his application is sent to to registration, Mr. Ulitz said, "At
cil that need attention.
the Community College of his indi- the moment we do not have a full
1. Council membership;
cated choice. In the past, Baruch time teaching staff and, it is im
2. Overall program of C ouncil;
Evening Session handled its own possible to publish or announce a
3. Prestige of Council.
freshman registration applications. schedule of teachers prior to regisIn a recent interview, before her
The f ollowing breakdown of reg- tration.
election, she said, "There is a need
Mr. Ulitz also projected that if
istrati on to date was given by Mr.
Ulitz: Graduates, 2,150; non-matric- we can acquire a sufficient full
f or ,a Student Council in Baruch
Evening Sessi on, but, sometimes
ulates, 2,620; matriculates, 1,671; time staff in the future, maticu
associates, 1,077; police science, 1,- lated students may be put into a
we do not know what to do or
(Continued on Page 2)
Miss Consuelo Ford
067, a total of 8,585 students. Eight separate a utonomous group.
Mr. Lewis Sturm

On,e Million Dollar Budget Asked
For Increased Fall Admissions

Registration at Par;
BBA's,AAS' Decline

Consuelo Ford Elected SC Prexy;
Record Number of Students Vote
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New School Budget Expansion Administrative View
(Continued from Page 1)
even within rn,· tenure as chair
man of the Bo�rd of Higher Edu
cation. The population increases are
easy to observe. But the require
ments of society for advanced
training and the · desire of young
people to be ready for the oppor
tunities now opening far exceed
anything that was imagined a few
years ago, in spite of the most
careful predictions . .. Let me say
that we should be proud, I believe,
of the City's contribution to higher
education, a remarkable commit
ment among cities. Similarly we
are gratified at the substantial ex
pansion of state support for higher
education at the City University in
recent years.
"But I am confident that we
have not exceeded our capacity for
support in view of the need. We
can and must do more."
Dr. Rosenberg also highlighted,
as part of the board's effort to
provide education adequate for the
population, plans to extend the ex
perimental College Discovery Pro
gram for which the state has been
asked to provide $1,700,000 in
1965-66. He also stressed the provi
sion of 94 annual lines to augment
the core of full-time teachers in
the Schools of General Studies of
the senior colleges.
"As Operation Shoehorn has ex
tended classes into the late after
noon," Dr. Rosenberg said, "the
distinction between day and eve
ning sessions is being increasingly
min imized." He pointed out that
out of a total of 9,100 baccalau
reate graduates in the past aca
demic year, 1,400 had completed fif
ty per cent or more of their work
in the even ing. Dr. Rosenberg

New Students
Welcomed At
Sat. Reception

More than two hundred in
coming students attended the
Freshman Reception in the
Marble and Oak Lounges of
the Student Center on Saturday,
Jan. 30.
Immediately before the recep
tion the freshman gathered in the
auditorium to hear welcoming re
marks from Dr. Robe1t A. Love,
Director of the Evening Session.
Dr. Love pointed out that al
though the degree is the ultimate
objective in attending college, stu
dents should make use of their col
lege exp<'rience to make new
friends, develop personal phil?s
ophies and become "all around'' m
dividuals, capable of making the
decisions worthy of tomorrow's
leaders.
Mr. Bernard T. Ulitz, in charge
of Evening Session registration,
also addressee! the group, giving
advice on registration procedures.
The group then adjourned to the
Student Center where each fresh
man was introduced by Miss Flor
ence Marks, of the department of
Student Life, to a reception lin_e
consisting of Dr. Love, Dr. P. C. L1,
also of the Department of Student
Life, Miss Jackie Jasous, Editor
in-Chief of The Reporter.Mr. Hen
ry Friedman, last semester's vice
president of Student Cou ncil, and
Mrs. Seymour Margolis, Cha ncel
lor of Sigma A lpha, Delta Chapter.
The students then mingled with
representatives of the Evenin_g
Session cluhs who answered thell"
questions about extra curricu_lar
activities at the Baruch Evemng
Session.
Also on hand \\·er<' members of
Sigma Alpha, the hono1· service so
ciety, who helped the newcomers
with program planning and par
tieular registration prohlems.

Papers, Reports,

etc.

REASONABLE

Kl 9-9430 after 6:00 P.M.

(Continued from Page 1)
The other units of the complex
are a three-acre outdoor field area
foi· physical education classes, ath
letics and ROTC parades and drills;
an outdoor stage for the famed
summer stadium concerts now held
in Lewisolrn Stadium; and a three
level underground parking facility
for 600 cars.
As a result of the college's ex
pansion plan, the 47 year tradition
of outdoor concerts at Le,\isohn
Stadium ,�ill end in 1967. The Met
will continue the concerts this 51.1m
mer but will give no guarantee for
the 1966 season. The demolition of
the stadium and its later recon
struction will not permit any con
certs to be given during 1967 and
1968. Anthony Bliss, President of
the Met said that he was unable
to commit the Met to anything past
1 965. All he would say was that
there \\'oukl be concerts held some
where else. Whether or not they'll
resume holding the concerts at
Lewisohn Stadium depends upon
the success of the concerts and the
acoustics of the new plaza.
Stadium Concerts
Lewisohn Stadium was presented
to the college in 1913 by Adolph
Lewisohn. In addition to the sum
mer concerts, it is used for physical
education and intramural and inter
collegiate sports. It is also utilized
for the college's commencement
exercises which are held once a
year. All of these needs, Dr. Gal
lagher said, would be amply satis
fied by facilities provided in the
plaza.
Constn1ction of the new complex
would enable the college to expand
its full-time undergraduate stu
dent capacity from 1 2,000 to 16,000
as called for in the Master Plan
of the City University, Dr. Gal
lagher said. "Judged by national
norms for space utilization," he
pointed out, "City College class
rooms are now utilized at 137 per
cent of their capacity."
He cited 1964 enrollment figures
indicating that lack of plant space
had forced the college to restrict
the size of last fall's freshman
class to 2,700, although the in
crease in the number of New York
City high school graduates quali
fied for college had demanded an
expansion in freshman enrollment
to 3,6 00. He also cited developing
programs as requiring additional
f.acilities.

Council Election
(Continued from Page 1)
how to go about doing it. Other
school organizations sometimes
take on the responsibilities that
Student Council should have. There
are problems and projects that face
the entire student body, and it's
Council's job to solve these problems and start these projects."
In the presidential contest, 2,662
students voted. Miss Ford received
a total of 1 ,351 votes. She had a
margin of 134 votes over her opponent, Mr. David Feldheim.
Mr. JosephNachmias was elected
to the offi ce of vice-president by
a margin of only 4 votes. Mr.
Nachmias received 1,242 votes; his
opponent, Mr. Henry Friedman had
1,238 votes. The following students
who were running on a yes-no
basis all recei ved a majority of yes
votes:
Mr.Seymom Simon - Director of
External Affairs
Mr. Edward Friedman - Treas-

*

urer
Mr. Myer Rossabi - Sophomore
Class Representative
Mr. Arthur Slater - Sophomore
Class Representative
Miss Janet Woll - Freshman Class
R
n
i
Mr. ��!ft ;�� ;:i _ QNM Class
ati
Re
h:��:�
-� ��nnally _ QNM
Mr.
Class Representative
The vote computations and final
tally were done under the leader
ship of Mr. Lewis Sturm and the
College You ng Democrats. Mr.
Sturm noted that "in many cases
students abstained from voting for
certain posit i ons. This accounted
for the discrepancies in total votes
casted for certain office,·s."
------------

Help Wanted

_____ ______ _
JUNI O R ACCOUNTANT
Male only, position in the Interna
tional Division of a major oil com
pany located in the Grand Central
area. Should be Accountancy ma
jors in Junior or Senio1· year. Prior
experience desired. Starting salary
$475 per month. Refer to Code No.
20-116.

MARKET RESEARCH PROJ
ECT DIRP.CTOR - Male only, po
sition with a midtown Manhattan
market research firm. Must ha,·e
prior experience with consurner
entilled "An Introduction To A B�1 st
product market J"PS<'arch as l'rnjecl
Seller." All literature sent postpaid.
Director or ..\ssislant
DiChristian Information Service
(Boptist)
S�.000.
1 rectnr. !,;lal'lin.l.'.· sa'tary up
P.O. Box 1018, Rochcstnr, N.Y. 1460�
,
liefer
tu
Code
No.
2761
1.
'L-----------�
FREE NEW TESTAMENT

In English or Yiddi_sh �o nny J_cwish
person. Other publtcations ::ivmlablc,

TYPING
at home
Term

stressed the importance of pro,·id
ing students, especially in the
junior and senio1· years, ,vith ready
access to faculty which a core of
full-time teachei:s makes possible.
''The Board of Higher Education
has a triple obligation," Dr. Ro
senberg told Mr. Shea, "to provide
quality baccalaureate and grad
uate training in the senior colleges
for qualified students; to provide
career programs and transfer pro
grams in our community colleges
for students interested and qual
ified for them; to seek out among
disadvantaged groups those stu
dents \\·ho have college potential
n°ot vet reflected in their high
schooi achievement .or in their as
pirations."
Other items noted by Dr. Rosen
berg included: $4,513,715 for the
expansion of doctoral programs;
$60,000 for the development of
plans for a senior college on Staten
Island, which the board has ap
proved in principle; $2,400,000 for
salary increases for faculty, which
city policy has provided in the past
on the basis of parity with in
creases granted to Board of Educa
tion personnel; and $1 50,000 to sup
port sabbatical leaves. The chair
man pointed out that the new posi
tions requested in the budget are
required by increased enrollments
already present and anticipated
and to improve the faculty-student
ratio where necessary to maintain
quality and to provide administra
tive and other supporting services.
A large portion of the increase in
the 1965-66 budget over the cur
rent year, he said, is caused by
mandatory increases required by
salary schedules, increases in
Teachers Retirement System pay
ments, social security, and in
creases in the cost of supplies.
The 1965-66 budget r'iquest of
the Board of Higher Education in
cludes $53,520,884 in City funds,
$42,997,705 in state funds, and
$9,084,527 in student fees. Addi
tional student fees of about $23,000,000 will be incorporated in the
tuition and fee-fund budgets adopt
ed by the board last June to cover
expenditures not included in the
City Executive budget. When es
timated tuition and fee fund bud
gets for next year are considered
about 18.6 per cent of the univer
sity's total operating budget will
be financed from tuition and fee
funds; 45.1 per cent from tax levy;
and 36.3 per cent from state funds.

Wt�u�;�:iJ�t\ti1�,��J8i{��;:':'.�;i�t�

(Continued from Page 3)
the Baruch School abo,·e the other
colleges of the City Un i versity.
"At Baruch, matriculated stu
dents have found difficulty in regi s
tering for courses necessary in
their specialization areas," Dr.
Love stated. One reason for this
difficulty is that there are not
enough
matriculated
students
registering for courses to warrant
the scheduling of these classes.
"This situation has arisen because
of an administrative decision to
separate matriculated from non
matriculated students," Dr. Love
said. He has created a committee
to study th.is problem and to en
deavor to make these courses avail
able (See story on page 1 for
more information.)
There have been many argu
ments, both pro and con, voiced on
the merits of free tuition. Dr. Love
has always held the position that
a mandatory free tuition status
should be promoted and maintained.
"Free tuition removes the financial
obstacles that might hinder unfor
tunate but not unqualified students
from pursuing their education," re
marked Dr. Love.
In reference to the extra-cur
riculai· activity program in Evening
Session, Dean Saxe was questioned
on the need for a student council.
"If you could have people nm for
office who, if elected, would have
the time and the interest to devote
to the needs of the students (whi ch
normallv Student Council is ex
pected to do), i t would be a worth
while activity," stated Dean Saxe.
"On the other hand, if they merely
stand for office to have something
to put on a record, it's not worth
while talking about." The Dean

Course
Conflicts

additionally noted that Council
could serve a useful function if
people give it the time - people
who feel the pulse of the st1ident
body.
Dr. Love feels that participation
in Baruch's extra-curricular activ
ity program makes the student a
,veil-rounded individual. "The class
room can only present to the stu
dent one-half of his education.
Extra-curricular actiYities make
up the other half."

CLUB NEWS

CHESS CLUB
On Friday, January 8, the Fall
'64 Chess Club tournament ended.
Charles W. Davis won two games
straight from A. J. Kontogianis in
a two-out-of-three playoff. Playing
brilliant chess, Mr. Davis kept the
club title which he had first won
in the Spring '6 4 tournament.
On Friday, February 19, the club
team will play State University of
New York in a Met League match.
Refreshments will be served both
nights.
_-\]I are inYited.
DEMOCRATIC CLUB
The Democratic Club will meet
this Wednesday at 8:30 P.M. in
Room 40 3, S.C. Any student inter
ested in joining is invited to this
first meeting. We will discuss our
plans for the term and Mayor Wag
ner's program.
HEBREW SOCIETY
On Feb.11, at 8:30, the Hebrew
Society ,viii have an Open House
Meeting in Room 407. Refresh
ments will be served. If there are
any questions, see Victor Saltiel,
President. All students are invited.

MARKETING SOCIETY
On Feb. 16-1 7 the Marketing So
ciety will meet at 8:30 P.M. in the
Oak Lounge. Refrshments will be
served. All students are welconw.
RHO EPSILON
Rho Epsilon, the National Pro
fessional Real Estate Fraternity,
will hold a meeting tomorrow, Feb
ruary 9, at 6: 30 P.M., at Rosoff's
Restaurant, 147 West 43rd Street.
The guest speaker, Abraham Per
lof, attorney, will discuss "Con
dominiums."
Reservations can be made
through Arnold Albert, Vice Presi
dent, at 566 -8593. Free parking is
available with validated tickets at
the Hippodrome.

( Continued from Page 1)
various sections and matrics for
other specially indicated sections.
This action tended to cut to a very
small number the sections avail
able to matrics. In many areas only
one section is offered and not
necessarily at the best time.
To complicate the matter fur
ther, it was learned, that with this
division it is possible that instead
of a course being gi\·en duri ng a
specific semester, two section s are
dropped. With a matric and non
TAX WORKSHOP
Tax Workshop will meet in Room
matric section offered in certain
courses, if not enough students 407 on Mo nday, Feb. 1 5, at 8:30
register for either section, both P.M. The topic this term will he
sections will be dropped whereas State and Federal Income Tax.
if on e section had been given for
hoth groups the courne would have
been given. This is the same situa
tion which led, through inadequate
interest, to the exclusion of many
specialization areas to matriculated
students.
Professors Wingate and Macle
The Student Center will con
heim indicated that they are \'ery
interested in thi s situation and will tinue an additio nal service and
activity
for Evening Session stu
gladly entertain uny suggestions
fonvardecl that may help to make den ts if sufficient interest is
better scheduling. Professor Win shown by the students. The plan
gate said that he is trying to make is to have free dancin ginstruc
arra ngements "·hereby three credit tion on Thursday nights from
courses would be given on one night � until 10. The instructor, Miss
of the week, such as Friday, allow Rosalie Sloane, who is ,a former
ing students to take some of the professional dancer and has
other, hard-to-get. courses during train<'d wtih Fred Astaire and
the regular four nights. In addi used his system, will be in
tion it was suggested that perhaps charge of classes where instruc
more courses could be scheduled tion will be given for begin ners
for the 5:50 hour, which Professor in the Waltz, Fox-trot, Tango
Wingate said he would seriously Rhumba, ChaCha, Bossa Nova,
consider. Both professors stressed, etc.
though, that any substantial im
Students who are interested
provement in the situatio n will de in this dancing lesson service
pend upon greatPr information should fill out the following
from the general stmlent body m, questionnaire and return it to
to their preferences and indfridual mom 104 of the Student Center.
problems. Students who ar0 inter Dance Instruction RC'gistralion
ested in this problem and have
some recommendations for dealing );amc:
with the situation are asked to Address:
rome to Th(• RC'port Pr office and
discuss the qu0stion. In addition, Telephone:
students who haH' 0xp0riPnccd dif
Cl1i<'rly Inkr0skrl in:
ficulty in rcgislf'ring due to this
Waltz
Foxtrot
prohl�m are ask0rl to inform Thr·
H.hurnl,a
Cha-Cha
Reporter of the situation so that
Tan�o
Bossa
NoYa
>
this information mav
. lie rr lay0rl
Otli"r
t,, the proper authorit ies.

Dance
Course
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ALUMNI SOCIETY Ad1ninistration
Speaks Out
� •
On aJ0r sch00l pro ble,ns
This article has been prepared by the Baruch Alumni Society
�n its desir_e to �eep you infor7!ied of its_current activities. Qu:stions
in connection with any material appearing here should be directed
to the Baruch Alumni Society, 17 Lexington Avenue, New York 10,
New York

By Linda Farhood aand Ronnie Winley
In contemplating the future, Samuel J. Duboff, partner
Every college and university in America faces problems today that could not be fore
at S. D. Leidesdorf & Company, points to the challenges seen a decade ago. The increase of student en rollments, the demand for better facilities
before us:
and more qualified teachers, and, especially, the difficulty of securing funds to obtain these
"Change has always been with us. What is different now projected goals, all present increasing pressures and changing priorities on school adminis
is the pace of change and the indication that it will come
; trators and governing boards.;
faster and faster.
The City College, and, of course,
"The changing social and busi surance Advocate and the New
the Baruch School, cannot be di
ness enviromnent will undoubtedly York Certified Public Accountant.
vorced from this current college
have a major influence on the ac
trend of undying efforts to im
Sam's wife and three children
counting profession - its organiza are, no doubt, as proud as we are
prove and maintain an over-all
tion, procedures, areas of compe of his accomplishments.
quality of higher educational ex
tence, recruitment, etc. Our chal
cellence.
Board Meeting
lenge is to understand the nature
Since this is the beginning of a
At the January 28 meeting, mem
of this revolution and to prepare bers of the Board had the pleasure
new semester and, in effect, the
ourselves for the important role of meeting Mr. Carter Henderson,
start of a new academic year, The
we can play in the future."
Reporter has questioned two of
acting director of the Interracial
Sam Duboff, an accounting grad Council for Business Opportunity.
Baruch's key administrators in an
uate of the Class of 1934, has an Mr. Henderson discussed several
effort to discover the future plans
active extra-curricular schedule. He case histories of how private in
and policies for the Baruch School
- both Day andEvening Sessions.
is president of the Scarsdale dividuals are helping members of
Board ofEducation, member of the the Negro community to establish
Dr. Emanuel Saxe, dean of the
New York State Board of CPA themselves in independent busi
Baruch School and Dr. Robert A.
Examiners and past president of nesses.
Love, director ofEvening andEx
The next meeting of the Baruch
the New York State Society of
tension Division cooperated with
CPA's. His articles have appeared Alumni Society will take place on
The Reporter in granting personal
Dean
Emanuel
Saxe
in the Journal of Accountancy, In- Thursday, February 25.
interviews.
Dr. Robert A. Love
As mentioned in the story on
page one, the Baruch School is
scheduled to obtain a new site at a Studies; Dr. David Newton, as
midtown location which has, thus sociate clean of students; Dr. Leo
Rosenblum, professor, Account
far, not been selected.
Dean Saxe noted that money has ancy; James V. Sullivan, Esq., as
already been appropriated for the sociate professor, Law; and Mr.
acquisition of this site, and con Harold Eiberson, assistant librarian.
struction can start any time there
Dean Saxe is hopeful that the
after.This is a result of City Col
committee
will be able to present
By GIUSEPPE COSTANTINO
lege's projected $58 million expan
their recommendations sometime in
A recent study of the student attrition at the City University, entitled College Drop sion program.
March.
All
proposed changes could
outs: A Broader Base for Inquiry, indicates that the percentage of students who complete Last semester, Dean Saxe ob then be initiated and carried
served that the tenth floor cafe
work for a degree is greater than commonly supposed. The report, written by Mrs. Pearl
through.
teria was being abused by students
Max, administrator of the Board of Higher Education, is based on statistics gathered from who did not clean-up after eating.
New Telephone System
the City University over a:·
According to the Dean, "The cafe
Another physical change is tak
ferred.There is evidence that even at the beginning of the fall semes teria should not be allowed to exist ing place in the Baruch School,
seven-year period.
In the study, Mrs. Max shows those who leave college because of ter of 1963, 2,237 students trans if it is not properly administered stated Dean Saxe. A new telephone
that approximately 63 per cent of marriage and for maternity return ferred to other colleges or with and maintained." He noted that switchboard is now being installed
the freshmen admitted to the sen- to the City University at a later drew from college during or at the after the basic rush of students, which will double the capacity of
end of the semester. Of these, 738 the cafeteria was left in an abom incoming and outgoing calls. Two
ior colleges of the City University date.
transferred to other colleges; 727 inable mess and remained in this operators will be needed to man
in 1955 were graduated from the
Part-Time Students
were in scholarship difficulties.The condition for too long a period of age the new switchboard which is
college they entered and that an
scheduled for completion in late
estimated seven per cent were grad
"A Broader Base for Inquiry" balance left for financial, health, time.
Dean Saxe remarked that the March. Dr. Lo,·e feels that this im
uated from other colleges, a total of tackles another area about which marital, maternal, or other per
Baruch library, on the second floor provement will alleviate a major
70 per cent. When comparing this more information is needed - that sonal reasons.
total with the publicized statements of the part-time students. In the
With respect to the reasons of of the main building, needs ,addi problem that the school has been
that approximately one-half the City University, the opportunity to withdrawal, Mrs. Max suggests tional space to accommodate its having in not being able to handle
freshmen entering American Col study part-time in the Evening that there may be many institu ever-increasing supply of books and the volume of calls.
"The anticipated decline in fu
leges fail to get their baccalaureate Schools of General Studies of the tional factors which create student documents. In light of the status of
degrees, the City University ranks senior colleges enables many stu- problems and eventual student the cafeteria, there now is a pos ture registrations in proportion to
higher than most colleges in per dents to achieve their baccalaure- withdrawal. For example, dissatis sibility of forfeiting the cafeteria prior years can be attributed to the
centage of freshmen who receive ate degree. In 1962, more than faction with the college, its faculty to supply the library with addi departure of AAS students to the
community colleges," stated Dr.
baccalaureate degrees.
1,000 students who received bac- and practices, lack of guidance, tional floor space.
Love.The community colleges which
Contrary to the national picture, calaureate degrees from the senior poor teaching, and the increasing
Faculty Committee Named
are established on a two-year basis,
there are more women than men in colleges of the City University impersonalization of college life
A special faculty committee, offer basic programs of study for
the City University taking bac took 50 per cent or more of their could be major reasons for student
which has been appointed by the an Associate degree, the fact that
calaureate degree work and their work in the evening as part-time drop-outs.
persistence rate is higher than that students. The part-time student is Though a college president and Dean, will work with interested they are now operating on a free
of men. Data from the City Uni becoming increasingly important on his faculty do not always agree, Day andEvening Session students tuition basis is a primary reason
versity's colleges show that many the general college scene, accord- there is a widespread consensus to try to determine what measures why students are being encouraged
so-called dropouts return, over a ing to Mrs. Max, and information that many students are not stim or actions would be most beneficial by the Board of HigherEducation
period of seven years to graduate should be available on the extent ulated by their courses and that to the school and the student body. to enroll at a community college.
and that in this seven-year perfod, to which part-time students obtain there is an uncomfortable number The final recommendations of this The elimination of non-credit
of inadequate college teachers. committee will then be submitted courses from the curriculum is an
67 per cent of the women students their degree objective.
other major factor contributing to
graduate from the college they en The report also includes an an- However, the studies on college to Dean Saxe for his approval.
tered as compared with 59 per cent alysis of the reasons for leaving drop-outs thus far published are cen The committee, which is headed Baruch's lowered registration. Dr.
of the men. In addition to the num college given by day session stu- tered almost entirely upon the stu by Dr. Henry Eilbert, associate Love pointed out, however, that
ber graduated from the college they dents in the City University. Of a dent - his emotional, psychological professor, Business Administra the majority of students interested
entered, others were graduated total enrollment of 36,061 bacca- and financial and marital prob tion, consist of: Dr. Jerome B. in business programs still choose
(Continued on Page 2)
Cohen, assistant dean, Graduate
from colleges to which they trans- laureate students in these sessions !ems.

More Students Graduate
Than Co,n,nonly Thought

Smart students know about buying and selling texts at BARNES & NOBLE,
their college bookstor e. SAVE when you buy! PROFIT when you sell!
BARNES & NOBLE, IN C. / 132 East 23rd Street (opp. CCNYJ
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wants, needs, and how it feels, and to inform
the administration through proper channels
THE
of these facts.
In all fairness, we cannot omit from this
The Placement Office will be open for students to make
editorial, our opinion of the election per se. specific appointments with the fii-ms who will be recruiting
We think that the election was handled and On-Campus this sp1ing. The schedule of classes for the
FOUNDED 1923
carried out in the highest calibre. We note
that in this election more votes were cast Spring Semester has been posted outside of the Day Session
The Oldest Evening Session College Newspaper
Published in the United States
than in the past four elections combined. We Office, Room 312. Note at what hours the courses you will
think a special word of praise must go to Mr. be taking this semester will be given, so that you may plan
Volume LXVITI
No. 14
Lewis Sturm of the College Young Demo your On-Campus interviewing schedule accordingly and elim
MONDAY, FEBRUAR/Y 8, 1965
crats. Mr. Sturm did a commendable job in inate possible conflicts.
running the Student Council election.
JACQUELINE JASOUS
All students interested in participating in this program
Editor-in-Chief
must register immediately with the Placement Office, Room
ARTHUR SLATER
303, in order to secure the most convenient appointments.
Managing Editor
We are hearing about all sorts of new taxes with the visiting firms. First come, first served.
which Governor Nelson Rockefeller is trying
Barbara Greller
Giuseppe Costantino
Business Manager
Features Editor
to impose. Taxes are to be imposed upon hair
O:\"-CAMPUS RECRUITING SCHEDULE
Theresa Majewski
Burt Beagle
cuts, beauty treatm�mts, and other personal
On the following dates the below named organizations will send
Advertising Manager
Sports Editor
services, printing (oogh), photography and
Maurice Joseph
Frank Policastro
supplemental taxes on cigarettes, gasoline, representatives to recruit at the Baruch School:
SpeciaL Projects Editor
Photography Editor
and businesses, to name just a few.
Date
Name of Organization
Joseph Edell
Larry Robins
March
Perhaps the purpose of these taxes is to February
Editor Emeritus
CircuLation Manager
18-(Group
Orientation Session)
17-Apfel and Englander, CPA
scare and deter businesses from entering or
Max Seigel
23-Clarence Rainess & Co., CPA
S. D. Leidesdorf & Co., CPA
remaining in New York State. If this is the
Faculty Advisor
U.S. Bureau of Fed. Credit
U.S. Atomic Energy Comm.
case, the governor is doing an excellent job.
U.S.
Unions
Army
Audit
Agency
REPORTERS: Leonard Cohen, Peter Erdelyi, Renee
There was a time when New York City was 24-David Berdon & Co., CPA
19-Chase Manhattan Bank
Fischbach, George Lenkowitz, Sharon Mandelsberg,
Arthur Andersen & Co., CPA
Anchin, Block & Anchin, CPA
Ira Stoller, Harold Sussman, Ronnie Winley, Lewis the "golden land of opportunity." At one
Gimbels Dept. Store
St. Regis Paper Co.
time, there were even industries coming into
Sturm, Jay Fink, Max Mark.
26-Texaco Inc.
22--N.Y. State Dept. of Insurance
COPY STAFF: Carol Reitzen, Roberta Rosenthal, the city.
Gertz Dept. Store
Martins Dept. Store
A perspective job applicant could locate
Rose Settani.
Port of N.Y. Authority
Robert Simons & Co., CPA
U.S. Cent. Intelligence Agency 23-Bamberger's Dept. Store
job opportunities in almost every field. But
Ernst
and Ernst, CPA
now, with the city's five per cent rent or March
Stern's Dept. Store
occupational and other business taxes added 1-City of New York Dept. of
24-Eisner and Lubin, CPA
on to those proposed by the governor, there
Personnel
Metrop'tan Life Insurance Co.
Price, Waterhouse & Co., CPA
The purpose of City College's expansion will be a greater exodus of industries leaving
Burroughs Welcome, Inc.
Equitable Life Ass. Society
program, according to Dr. Gallagher, is to the city than in the previous few years. We 2-Allied
26-Ethyl Corp.
Chemical Corp.
U.S. General Acc'ting Office
enable the college to increase its enrollment will unfortunately be witnessing more and
Ford Motor Co.
Radio Corp. of America
from 12,000 to 16,000 students. In order to more companies moving to Nassau, Westches
Seidman and Seidman, CPA
29-Klein, Hinds & Finke, CPA
N.Y. State C'mptroller's Office
do this, the academic standards for admit ter, and Yonkers to avoid the various city
Penn Mutual Life Insur'nce Co.
3-Miles Shoes, Inc.
taxes.
tance would have to be lowered.
Bloomingdale's Dept. Store
Main,
LaFrentz
&
Co.,
CPA
30--Shoe Corp. of America
We would rather have these commercial
Dr. Gallagher maintains that many tax
Haskins and Sells, CPA
Chemical Bank N.Y. Trust
payers are not able to send their children to enterprises remain here in the city, than else 5-Arthur Young & Co., CPA
Siminoff, Peyser & Citrin, CPA
City College (or the other 4-year senior col where. We as college students, who will in
U.S. Internal Revenue Service 31-Brach, Gosswein & Lane, CPA
Wright, Long & Co., CPA
leges of the University) because of the high the near future be joining the labor force
Kaufman & Mendelsohn, CPA
entrance requirements. This plan is ap while looking for better jobs, should be con 8-Bankers Trust
Bendix Corp.
Lybrand, Ross Bros., & Mont
Hotel Corp. of America
parently designed to appease those groups cerned about these anti-business taxes. We
gomery, CPA
who cry, "We want the benefits of our tax should let it be known that we are for busi
April
Oppenheim, Appel &
Dixon, CPA
2-United Merchants and
money; our children should be allowed to at nesses remaining in New York.
9-International
Business
Manufacturers
At present we see many of our neighbors
tend a free public college!"
Machine, Inc.
Manufacturers Hanover Trust
doing
their
shopping
in
sunounding
counties
This sounds reasonable; however, can such
Corning Glass, Inc.
5-Abraham & Straus Dept. Store
compromises in the realm of higher education to avoid the city sales tax. But, with the pro
Guardian Life Insurance Co.
Baumritter, Inc.
posed two per cent state wide sales tax and
U.S. Social Security Adm.
really benefit the student?
Prentice Hall, Inc.
6-Boy Scouts of America
The City College (and the City Univer allowance for three per cent local tax, it 10-Popular Merchandise, Inc.
.Consolidated Edison Co.
U.S. Maritime Administration
sity) has long held the distinction of being makes no difference where the consumer
Bank, Druckman, Hill &
U.S. Housing Administration
one of the finest institutions of higher edu makes his purchases. Well, there's always
Mach, CPA
U.S. Womens Army Corps
cation in the country. Should we now forfeit New Jersey or Connecticut.
N.Y. State Civil Serv. Comm.
7-John Hancock Life Insur. Co.
12-Brooklyn Union Gas Co.
Ruder and Finn, Inc.
our reputation and lower our standards?
Raytheon, Inc.
Allied Purchasing Corp.
We are not "closing the university's doors"
Inc.
American
Metal
Climax,
9-U.S.
Dept. Health Ed. &
to students who do not fulfill the entrance
International Latex Corp.
Welfare
If you're planning to travel outside the 15-U.S. Federal Communications
requirements. We have free community col
Zayre, Inc.
leges which they may attend if they show country, you'd better do it now. Or else, take
Commission
12--Connecticut Mutual Life
N.Y. State Public Serv. Comm.
Insurance Co.
Jim Dooley's advice and "come on down!"
intellectual potential.
New York Cent. Railroad, Inc.
Campbell Soup Co.
This is one case where the mean does not
At present, there is talk in Washington of
J. H. Cohn & Co., CPA
12-Associated
Hospital Serv. of
justify the end. We are hopeful that the imposing a Federal tax of $100 on foreign 16-Aronson and Oresman, CPA
New York
Board of Higher Education will not allow this travel. The purpose of this tax is to help
S. D. Leidesdorf & Co., CPA
13-Herman Hollander, Inc.
U.S. Bureau of International
curb the balance of payments situation. The
debasement to occur.
Mass Indemnity & Life
Commission
Insurance Co.
tax would be levied on every person travel
26-Loeb
and Troper, CPA
ing outside the country, whether for busi
J. K. Lasser & Co., CPA
ness or pleasure.
Government economists feel that by mak- ============
Now that Student Council's annual elec
============�
tion is over, there is much to be said. First ing foreign travel more expensive, many Irr
of all, we would like to congratulate Miss Americans would spend their vacation and
Ford on her election to the presidency. And business allowances at home, instead of
to Mr. Feldheim, we hope that he will still spending dollars in foreign countries.
It is our opinion that we, college students,
be associated with Council, so that they may
have the benefit of his past experience and will be hit the hardest. Not that we as a
group collectively travel the most, but that
immeasureable knowledge.
In the past, Student Council has carried we have the least amount of money to spend.
out, each year, two main functions, notably This additional expense will mean the dif
the Christmas Fund Drive, and the Blood ference of spending one's summer vacation
Bank. Aside from this, they have accom here or abroad for many collegians.
We would like to propose an amendment
plished nothing of significance in recent
times. In addition, we do not feel it is the to this tax on foreign travel, in which col
function of a student governing organization lege students would be exempt from paying
to administer these drives. We are not it. Our reasons: First, having a small income
against having a charity and blood bank as college students, we spend less abroad
drive, but we think they should be adminis than any other class of people. Second, one
of the main purposes of our going to college
tered by a group other than Council.
It is our opinion that the function of a is to broaden our knowledge and vision. We,
student council should be to govern and to as future leaders of our country, should be
represent the student body of the school, and encouraged to travel abroad so that we may
see and learn first hand how people in other
not to sponsor charity drives.
We sincerely hope that under Miss Ford's parts of the world live and act. By obtaining
150 E. 23rd St.
GR 5-3870-1
able guidance and leadership ability, Student this information directly, we wiII be able to
become
intelligent
leaders,
both,
in
domestic
Council will be able to take the initiative in
determining what the student body at large and international affairs.

Reporter

Taxes ...

Expansion?

. . . and More Taxes

Council's Future

FOR FINE FOOD
AND WATER

EAT AT THE
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Donations Received I
F Or Needy students
Last week, it was announced that two gifts totalling
$475,000 to help needy students have been received by City
and Hunter Colleges from the estate of a man who had to
leave City College after three days because he could not af
ford to attend even a tuition-•
of a motion picture theatre in New
free institution.

The gifts of $237,500 each were
turned over to the colleges through
a bequest by the late Max Richter,
manufacturer and philanthropist,
who died in 1945 at the age of 86.
The funds will be used to provide
deserving students with grants and
interest-free loans through special
Max and Reba Richter Funds,
named after Mr. Richter and his
late wife, which have been estab
lished at both institutions. The
gifts were transmitted to the col
leges by Charles Segal, attorney
and friend of Mr. Richter and the
executor of his estate. Mr. Segal
is himself a 1919 graduate of City
College.
Financial Background
Mr. Richter was born in Ger
many in 1859 and came to the Unit
ed States at the age of ten. He en
rolled at City College in 1889, at
tended classes for three days, and
then was forced to discontinue his
studies for financial reasons. Sub
sequently, he became a hosiery
manufacturer, importer of raw silk
and was one of the first owners

York City.
In commenting on receipt of the
gift, City College President Buell
G. Gallagher pointed out recently
that Mr. Richter's experience in
having to drop out of City College
for financial reasons was typical
of many needy students. "In spite
of the benefits of free tuition,
many of our promising students
cannot continue their education
without financial assistance in the
form of scholarship grants and
loans. The Richter Fund will pro
vide many gifted students with an
opportunity to stay in school in
spite of financial need.''
Dr. John J. Meng, president of
Hunter College, said: "There is a
growing recognition of the unusual
effectiveness private philanthropy
can achieve by working through
public colleges. Mr. Max Richter's
generosity has been pioneering and
influential in this field of philan
thropy_ It is, therefore, of special
social significance as well as of
great personal value to many
young people struggling to acquire
a college education."
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- at- -ors- _a_nd_ -co_un
_ _t�: M� :�i:: Sputnik. What a blow to the American
lend me your sanity. I come to bury rising ego. How can we be second to anyone? Fran
college costs - not to praise them. The tic steps were taken by adding Science and
powers of the State University of New York Math courses to most curricula. Even here
have announced that commencing with the at Baruch, 8 science credits became manda
Fall semester of 1965, dormitory fees will be tory even if secondary education already
increased by $50.00. More specifically, from furnished what suddenly became required.
,We became a science oriented society.
the present fee of $300.00 to $350.00.
Leaning heavily on Math. 152 and Eco. 15,
Educators, politicians, psychologists and
the conclusion is that this increase amounts the general public subscribed to the hypo
to 16 2/3%. With full sarcasm intended, may thesis that Education is the essence of Amer
I point out that no Slumlord could get that ica's future, a college degree for anyone aca-
much of a boost in rent. No bank may charge demically capable of accomplishing this ob
that much interest. No index of the Depart- jective, beautiful words, sentiments and lofty
ment of Labor has ever reflected such a rise declarations. So how come all the stumbling
blocks thrown in the path of this philosophy?
in the cost of living.
State University president, Samuel B.
Increased dormitory fees are only one of
Gould, stated the usual platitudes to equate these obstructions. Although we at Baruch
this increase. Namely, "recent design," "con- all live off campus and pay no tuition, we
struction costs," "furniture cost," "amortiza- are still brethren under the sheepskin of
tion obligations, etc., etc. Furthermore, there State University students, not their compe
will be three more increases of $10.00 per titors. We do not pay tuition-they do. They
year until 1968. In projecting to 1968, we pay dorm fees-we do not. We are still bre
now will have an $80.00 increase against a thren-the mandate of free tuition which was
base of $300.00. This amounts to a net in- rescinded is a Damoclean sword. We should
crease of 26 2/3%. There is no better exam- not pay in the future, and State University
pie of the cliche which states something people should not be paying now.
about adding insult to injury.
President Johnson, Vice-President HumSo much for the arithmetic and the ensu- phrey and millions of Americans are com
ing conclusions of usury. A thought or two mitted to the principle that Education is the
on the ethics, morality, Americanism and keystone of the Great Society. Please, please,
purpose of educational goals. Some 8 years please - let it not degenerate to the Great
ago Khrushchev & Co. launched the first Hypocrisy.
X

USED BOOKS
NEW BOOKS AT REDUCED RATES
Fast, Efficient Service

BARNES & NOBLE
132 E. 23rd STREET
Across the Street from CCNY

•

1 Flight Up

STORE HOURS
FIRST WEEK OF CLASSES
Monday through Thursday - 8:00 A.M. - 10 P.M.
Friday - 9:00 A.M. - b P.M.
Saturday - 9:30 A.M. - 3 P.M.
SECOND WEEK OF CLASSES
Monday through Thursday - 9:00 A.M. - 10 P.M.
Friday - 9:00 A.M. - b P.M.
Saturday - Closed

USED BOOKS
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You can't afford to buy
the vvrong book!
Support Your Official
Non-Pr
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College Store

and he Sure of...
STORE HOURS

1st WEEK OF CLASSES

Monday - 9 a.m. - 10:30 p.m.
Tues., Wed., Thurs. - 9 a.m. - 9 p.m.
Friday - Closed

e Lowest Prices
12% DISCOUNT on Textbooks over $2.00 List Price
... THE LARGEST DISCOUNT of ANY College Store Anywhere

SATURDAY, Feb. 13 - 9 a.m. - 3 p.m.
2nd WEEK OF CLASSES
Monday - 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Tues., Wed., Thurs. - 9 a.m. - 9 p.m.
Friday - 9 a.m. - 4 p.m.

• Latest Editions
as specified in writing by your professors for ALL Graduate and
Undergraduate Courses

Buy your textbooks early in our self
service department. Books are arranged
alphabetically by subject and numeric
ally by course number.

FULL REFUND GUARANTEED

REFUND POLICY POSTED IN BOOKSTORE

e Tremendous Savings
on SUPPLIES-JEWELRY-SPORTSWEAR-ATTACHE CASES

City College Store S polity:

10o/o
discount on paperbacks
95c and up.

BE SURE TO SEE OUR NEW SPRING FASHIONS IN
CLUDING A COMPLETE LINE OF SHIRTS, ZIPPER JACK
ETS (Red, White, Powder Blue and Black). ALL REQUIRED
PHYSICAL EDUCATION SUPPLIES AND MANY, MANY
OTHER ITEMS.

Owned by the CITY COLLEGE OF NEW YORK
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Marl�eting Club
To Be Forllled
By RENEE FISCHBACH

Is marketing the step-child of colleges?
"Not in City Golege," says John Knaizky," and the latest
proof is the decision of Pi Sigma Epsilon, �ational Mar�et
ing and Sales Fraternity, to create an affiliated marketmg
society at the Bernard Baruch •
marketing professor, Dr. Luck,
School.
"And," emphasized John, who is that there 1s another reason for
Acting Vice President of Publicity the problem. "The frequent attacks
and Public Relation of Pi Sigma on the various aspects of market
Epsilon, "this is the first time ing made by consumer groups, so
women have been permitted to par- cial scientists, members of the
ticipate in a marketing club at academic community and ,govern
ment agencies, is another relevant
City College."
factor in retarding growth of enHe announced that Open House rollment in marketing courses. Re
will be in the Oak Lounge, 8:30 gardless of the cause of market
-P.M., Feb. 16-17. Marketing experts ing's apparent failure to keep pace,
from many fields will be on hand there is an implication, continues
to talk to students and explain the Dr. Luck, that there has been a
goals of the new society.
. deterioration in the relative stature
The formation of the group is of marketing within schools of
an interesting reflection of the business." In the face of ever
paradox that while opportunit�es widening acceptance that market
for women in marketing have m- ing is the foundation of business
creased dramatically in recent management, a question arises as
years, marketing courses at many to whether universities are prepar
colleges have cleclinecl in numbers ing sufficient numbers of students
for careers in marketing within
and prestige.
Just this week, Joe Kaselow schools of business. In an upcom
wrote in his influential advertis- ing issue of Saturday Review (Feb.
ing column in the New York Her- 13) another teacher makes much
ald Tribune: "Marketing and Ad- the same point but in much strong
vertising courses in colleges and er language. The writer, Conrad
universities are still struggling for R. Hill, Assistant Professor of
appropriate recognition ,apparent- Marketing at Western Michigan
ly. And it is an uphill battle." University's School of Business,
Kaselow referre d to a recent study says that under our expanding
by the Marketing Science Institute, economy marketing and advertis
Philadelphia, which showed that ing will play - and are playing the 1965-1966 period will see a net a central role. Yet, they have to
decrease in marketing course of- fight the academicians and others
ferings. The study, by Dr. David who impart a tarnished image to
J. Luck, professor or marketing at marketing and advertising.
What is the outlook at City ColSouthern Illinois University, also
pointed out that marketing teach- lege?
ers are less optimistic about enJohn Kniasky points out: "It is
rollments, than other areas of high- not generally understood that there
are no less than 30 different
er education.
Dr. Luck conjectures that the courses offered at Bernard Baruch
drop may be clue to business s�u- which bear on the gener-al subject
dents getting enough marketmg of marketing, and which marketing
background in their other business students must take for their EBA
in marketing, For example, Law,
courses.
Kaselow then cited the belief of International Trade, and Govern
ment Regulations, to name just a
few, are among the required
courses.
After all, John concluded, "Ev
ery area of our daily life is affect
ed by the judgments and decisions
of marketing men, and this pro
posed fellowship will acquaint stu
Walter Johnson, the com dents and faculty with the oppor
poser of the City College alma tunities available in a marketing
mater song, "Lavender, My society. Since the marketing so
Lavender," died Saturday, ciety will be recruiting outside
Jan. 23, of a heart attack. Mr. speake rs in the world of commerce,
Johnson, who was a retired high industry and government, John
school teacher,. died in the Rest urges' all stude nts interested in the
haven Nursing Home in the Bronx advancement of mai·keting to sup
plement their academic learning
at 80 years of age.
Mr. Johnson was a member of and to join the Marketing Society
on
Feb. 16-18 at 8:30 p.m. in the
1903.
of
the City College's class
His classmate, Dr.EHas Lieberman, Oak Lounge.
poet and retired associate superintenclent of the schools here, wrote
REPORTER OFFICE HOUR S
the lyrics of' the alma-mater song,
and recalled the anthem's creation.
Monday thru Thursday
In 1911 the City College spon
5:00 - 11:00
sored a contest for an anthem,
with graduates invited to compete.
Student Cent er
Room 420
wondera
was
Johnson
Since Mr.
ful pianist, and Dr. Lieberman had
written a lot of verses, they wrote
\ I
an alma-mater song and sent it to
the college. Unfortunately the song
was pigeonholed in 1912. For three
years, the song was forgotten. In
( \
1916 a student of the college,
Daniel G. Krane, who was putting
d.,
on a musical show, decided to use
the song in the musical. It took the
audience by storm, and they wanted
to hear the song again and again.
And so it became the alma-mater
song.
. .
Several years ago, recogmz1ng
the growing female enrollment, Dr.
Daniel T. O'Connel added a new
verse beginning, "Daughters, fair,"
since the song spoke only of "stur
dy sons."
BARNES & NOBLE
Mr. Johnson was born in New
,
York. He was elected to Phi Beta
Kappa at City College and received
a Master of Arts degree from New
York Universitv in 1910. He be
gan to teach i;; 1903 and retired
KEYED TO YOUR TEXTS
in 1945.

'Lavender' Composer
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Applications Availahle

haven't realiz e d th e ir full potential
The fifth annual Evening Session intramural basketball
according to Coach Jerry Domershick, the Beaver yearlings did roll tournament will begin March 19, 1·t was announced recent1 y
up two impressive victories since by Burt Beagle, tournament director.
returning from the midyear exam
Applications from teams as well�•-----------break.
as individuals are now being aci);f"
Tuesday, City built up a 26-9 cepted. Interested studen�s can
halftime lead, then cleared the sign up at the Student Life Debench in defeating Hunter 60-47. partment, Room 104 Student CenThursday, City, using a pressing ter or in The R eporter Office,
•
• £
V
defense in the second half, mn off Room 420 Student Center. Regis52 points to top Upsala, 83-73. Both tration can also be done by mail
To give the students of th:e
games were played at the Wingate by sending name, address and tele
Gym.
phone number to: Burt Beagle, In- Baruch School the opportun
The freshmen l1ad a cool shoot- tramural Basketball, c/ o The Re ity to meet with and listen to
ing half against the Hawks and porter, 17 Lexington Ave., New the faculty, the Department
still managed to dominate the York, N. Y. 10010.
of Student Life and the Student
game. After ten minutes City led
Council are collaborating in pre
All Students Eligible
12-2. Hunter didn't get its second
senting a series of discussions by
field goal until 5 :22 remained in Eligibility is open to all Eve faculty members on Thursdays, be
the half.
ning Session students regardless of tween 5:30 and 6:30 P.M. in the
Richie Knel, the Beavers high their class status or the number of Oak Lounge.
scorer hit only three of 17 in the courses they are taking. The lone
"Ivy walls do not a college make
opening half. He wound up the exception is regular members of nor desk and chairs a class"; the
game wtih nine points. Marty the Baruch Evening Session bas faculty - the warm and friendly;
Goldsmith led the scoring ,vith 18. ketball team. One prerequisite for relationship between the teacher
Gary Zuckerman had 11, Barry participation is that a student must and pupil, faculty and student, is
Globerman 10 and Chickie Newman take a medical examination at the what creates the college atmos
9.
College Medical Office, sixth floor phere . It is the association with the
Upsala managed to hold a 33-31 of the 23rd Street building.
older, more disciplined mind, the
lead at the half. Then City applied
If a student has taken a school learned cleclicatecl person that
the press in the second half and
medical since last September he molds the aspiring youth.
the young Vikings faulterecl. With
In the Baruch Evening Session,
Globerman and Newman exhibiting will not have to take another one. personal contact between students
Students
who haven't had such a
some aggressive defense, City re
and
faculty is generally restricted
medical should make an appoint
peatedly forced the visitors to
to the· classroom, when there is
throw the ball away with bad ment with the office at the eal'!iest little time for the student to dis
possible elate.
passes or commit offensive fouls.
Upon passing the medical, a cover the uniqueness of the inter
Globerman and Zuckerman led a
ests which each member of a fac
City streak of 12 straight points participant will receive an intra ulty department brings to it.
which put the home club in front mural clearance form signed by
To hear some of the Baruch Fac
at 63-52. The lead reached a high the medical office. The form must ulty discuss. as experts subjects too
be presented to a member of the
of 15 points.
current or controversial for text
Intramural
Committee.
City's high scoring second half
books is to get the full measure of
was clone without the top two point
college and the true essence of the
Roster Requirements
producers on the team. Goldsmith
"college education." The first of the
Team rosters must have a min series, on Thursday, February 18,
missed the game due to religious
observance. Knel was ejected fo1· imum of five players and a max will be by Mr. Edward Sagar:in of
fighting three minutes into the sec imum of ten. Individuals who reg the Department of Sociology and
ond half. His opponent Tom Oliva ister for the tournament will be Anthropology. His subject will be
clotti started the fight, but both formed into teams or will be as "Pollsters of Snoope rs" or "Are
were banned from the game. Oliva signed to another team that is Americans in Danger of Becoming
clotti later filled in with the varsity shorthanded. A student need not Voyeurs?''
and again was banished-this time be a member of any extra-cur
There will be more information
riculai· activity at th� College in and titles in subsequ e nt issues of
for a deliberate foul.
Globerman had his top scoring 01·cler to participate.
The Reporter. Watch for it!
game with 20. Newman also
All tournament games will be -----------
reached his high with 17. Knel played on Friday nights inHansen
added 14 and Zuckerman came aliYe Hall (sixth floor of the 23rd St.
in the second half to score 12 and building). The opening game of
do some good defensive rebounding. doubleheaders will start at 6:30
Ron Stoler in his longest stretch with the second game beginning
of playing time this season scored at 7:30.
9 points.
By Toby Sue Ostrover
Tournament rules are tailored
to meet the needs of the tourna- City of Crossroads,
Upsala Frosh
City F1·osh
G F P ment, but are basically the same ah-fields, clocks, trainyarcls;
G F P
Hendrix, lf
1 1 3 Brandes, 1£ 9 5 23
Stoler
4 1 9 Young, rf 2 0 4 as those in use in college ball this bringing people to your throbbing
Greenfield
o O o Olivadotti O O 0
heart.
6 2 14 Dringus, c 6 2 14 season.
Knel, rf
Brady
1 0 2 Yeomans
1 0 2
Behind the scenes personnel are City of hunying people,
Zuckerm'n, c 5 2 12 R'ndeau, lg 9 1 19
Glob'rm'n, lg 7 6 20 S'v'nsky, rg 4 1 9 needed to help make the touma
Newman, rg 5 7 17 Stavac
O 2 2 ment a success. Scorers, timers and myriads of crowds,
Berlin
2 2 6
a1:rayecl in multitudes of hues.
referees are in demand. Interested
Total
31 21 83
Total
31 11 73 volunteers
should contact Burt These people who come to you, kiss
City College Fl'osh
31 52 -83
Beagle at The Reporter office or
you
Upsala Frosh
33 40 -73
Free throws missed: City (18) - Ber through the previously listed mail with many splendors, give you
lin 4; Brady, Globerman 2, Knel, New ing address.
knowledge,
man 4, Stoler, Zuckerman 5, Uusala (16)
- Brandes 6, Dringus 2, Savinsky 3,
build you higher toward the sky,

stu dents Jr.1..eef
E s UC U Ify

Corner

Rondeau 3,

Young,

Stavac.

New Film
Program

The Student Council, to
gether with the Department
of Student Life, is sponsoring
a series of films to be shown
in the Oak Lounge this semester,
on Wednesday and Thursday eve
nings, at about 5:30 P.M.
Starting off the series, the first
film, "Walk In My Shoes,'' will be
shown on Weclnesclay and Thurs
day, February 10 and 11. It is in
two half-hour parts and will be
shown complete both clays.
The films are a documentary on
one of today's explosive issues equal rights. Here, the Negro
speaks out bluntly and frankly
about the things that trouble him.
Because the film, like today's head
lines, raises so many questions,
Mr. Murray Beer, of the Depart
ment of Student Life, will leacl a
discussion afte1· the picture is
shown.
The films to follow will be an
nounced in The Reporter.
Coffee will be served.

Killen

(C ontinued from Page 8)
are goalie Walter Kopczuk, an All
American selection the past two
years; Cliff Soas, an All-State
selection who can play center-half
back or center-forward, and Brent
Thurston Rogers, another versatile
performer who can play up front
on or back on defense. All three
were first team Met Conference
picks.
Other retuming regulars are Teel
Jonke, Mike Nigro, Valery Golub,
Jim Martino, Izzy Zaiclerman and
the Couret brothers -Emilio and
Marcel.
Only three starters are graduat
ing. Joe Danek a seven goal scorer
and backs Tony Negovetti and
George Lang.

WRESTLING

Kings Point will Yisit the
Goethals Gym Saturday. The Ma1·
iners plebe team and the_ Beaver
yearlings meet at 1 P.M. with th e
varsity matches following. NYU,
Yeshiva and Rutgers of Newark
remain for the matmen, who are
handicapped this year by inexperi
ence.

City of working men,
office workers, masons, truckers,
trudging their way to work each
clay.

City of slumclwellers,
and cliffclwellers,
poyerty and wealth, standing side
by side.
These people bring their cultures to
you,
kneel clown be fore your mighty

offe1: t: ���ke you the best.
City of Broadway
gaudy lights, dim lounges,
lonely people with nowhere to go.
Citv of theatres,
mo;nlight, fine cafes
happy people going everywhere.
These are your people, oh mighty
City,
I, too, am your people, New York;
You are my home .
0

e

Rutge1·s Yisits the Wingate Gym
this Saturday. The schools fresh
men teams meet in a preliminary
match with the Yal'Sitv contests
starting at 3 P.M. Remaining
matches are with Penn State, MIT
and ;'hwy.

FENCING

0
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Beavers Rip Upsala, 90-62; Old Rivalry Renewed
Run Victory Streak to Five With Rochester Game

_
_
Reachmg its p�k performance of the year, City dissipated Upsala's zone defense with
�ome fast ball handlmg and torrid shooting in the first half and went on to defeat the Vikmgs, 90-62, at the Wingate Gym, Thursday.
Th e victory was th e fifth straight•
for Coach Dave Polans ky's team
and brought City's record to 7-3.
The streak is the longest for City
s ince the 1957-58 season when th e
Beavers won five straight. Upsal a
I
I
d ropped its seventh game in el even
starts.
Seekmg to bolSter its reputation as a strong finishing
The Beaver point total was the team, the Baruch Evening Session cagers will
open the sechighest since last year's Upsala
ond half of _ their schedule tonight meeting Cathedral College,
game which Cit y won 91-67.
C
at
ardinal
Hayes
High
School
Gym
in
the
Bronx.
the
City hit a hot 57 per cent of its
Cathedral defeated Baruch, 75-73,�
floor shots in the first half while
building up a 45-20 halftime l ead. in overtime in the season' s opener. I
e Evening team also l ost to
Th
lud
inc
33
f
o
e
19
Th Beavers made
ing six of seven by co-captain Ray Brooklyn by three before beating I
th
Queens JV and the Fashion Ine
Camisa, who played possibly his
stitute.
finest varsity game.
L ast year the Baruch team won
Camisa, not noted fo r his rebounding, did some effective box- seven of eight games during the
ing out under the defensive board, second half of the sched ule. It Jost
and wound up leadin g the game's to the West Side YMCA, Brooklyn
Evening and New York Community
rebounders with ten.
College JV, but in retu rn matches
ZuckermanTops Scorers
defeated all three. If history r eAlan Zuckerman, City' s leading peats, Baruch should be able to
s�orer, had another h ot shootin g beat the Cardinals this time around.
ru ght. Zu cke �man hit hi? fir?t five The fact that the ame will be
.
g
sho�s and f1U1;shed wt1h six for played 011 a M onday night may
10 m_ the ope nmg h�lf. He wound cause the Evening team to be short
up with 20 for the mgh�.
of its full strength. The teai:n will
. For th e second stra1g�t game have added height this term with
l
I
b
a
f
d
Marshall Lelchuk
�1'.!Ya::S1: �; ;�e�� ��o�: 0t ; :{� ��=y:� l\1�l; tt:e::�a� ��o�- b��
box _s co re. !'hil Stu!z got his first is back now, four inches taller,
bl
e fig ures with 12.8. Ce nt er Marvar�1ty p o mt leavmg only Sam forty pounds heavier and more exshall L elchuk i s averaging 9.5, his
Dolinsky scoreless for the season. perienced.
lowest total in five vea rs
Upsala held a 5-4 lead after four
rk
s Scorers
Lead
Epstein leads the · shoo�ers with
Cla
minutes before the B eavers made
a .511 floor mark hitting 23 of 45.
their move. Mike Pe arl's three- The B aruch team finish ed the
H
e also is averaging nine ass ists
point play put City in front and the first h alf of the season with four
a g ame an d set a single game asmargin q uickly zoomed as Camis a men averagin
g in double figures sist record of 12 against th e Q ueens
hit four st raight sh ots.
and a fifth just two p oints shy of
L bo itz is r nner-up with a
the lO point mark. Val Clark leads ��2 t00 tm marr He holds the
Beavers Streak
g
·
r
venmg Session record of .524 set
With four minutes l eft in th e the team with 61 points in fou
games and a 15.3 m· erage. Kai Lie- two years ago.
half City h eld a 32-20 lead. Then bowitz
has hit at a 14.0 average.
the h ome club ran off 13 straight
As in paSt years, foul shooting
7.7
points. Eisemann's free throw Ron Epstein is averaging 1 , al- has again proved to be a major
though he missed one game. Arnold
started the spurt.· Camis a dr ov e up
weak_ness of the team. Only John
the middle to score and Pearl led Mallette is a fourth starter in dou- Pul"Vls among the reg ulars · is
s
b t 1
c m
o ot
c n
e
5
}�e :::m �! :�o��fig fus� �9 ; e\:
�:o :;: �Yse:!�� :1 m�:� bl:�v �:
e as y layup, but Upsala wa s called
cent. A normal college average is
.L l' 4
e
about 65 per cent.
�::s st �::lttbet�1 thi;;�:�
Malle tteRebound Leader
line and he hit a 20-footer. As time
was running out Eisemann drove
Mallette in his first year on the
William Killen has been appoint team has taken over the rebound
up the middle to score. Levine in
tercept ed the pass-in and scored a ed h ead soccer coach at the Col ing lead from Lelchuk. Mallette is
lege by Dr. Hyman Krakower, averaging 14 rebounds a game
25 footer as th e buzzer sounded.
Five minutes into th e second half, chairman of the Department of against Lelchuk 's 11. Lie bowitz is
Phy
sical and H ealth Education. H e third with nine rebounds a game.
Polansky inserted ano ther unit . Art
Menken; Sam Greene , Ken Trell, succeeds Harry Karlin, who retired
Clark is second in assists with
af
te
r 44 years at th e College in fiv per ame. He has pl
Pat Vallance andEisem ann teamed
e
ayed in 28
g
up to outscore the Vikings 16-13 cluding the last eleven as soccer strai ht
games and c oul d break
g
for eight minutes.The regulars left coach.
the Eve ning S ession record of 35
Killen at 24 is the youngest var consec utive am
them a 62-30 . lead and r eturned
es held by Lelch uk.
g
with it increased by three at 68-43. sity coach at City. He is a graduate
In the openin Cath edral game,
of
West Chester State Teachers th e Baruch teamggot into fou
After four m inutes a third unit
l trou
we nt in featuring 6-7 Dave Miller. Col lege in P ennsylvania. West b le early. L elchuk fouled out in the
Miller is the sentimental favorite Chester is perennially among the first half and three othe r starters
top soccer teams in the country.
of the Beaver followers .
picked up four f ouls in th e open
He was a member of th e West in half.
Upsala's high scorer was Mark
g
Lichtman with 15. Bill Zaranka, Chester team that won the National Th e Baru ch team came from 15
wh o had be en averaging 18 points soccer championship in 1961 beat points behind to tie the score and
and 15 rebounds, was held to nine ing St. Louis, 2-0, o n the Billikens' send th e game into ove rtime be
points and six rebou nds by Zucker home pitch for th e title. Killen was fore losing. Epste in led the scoring
voted th e most valuable back in
man.
with 26 points and eight assists.
City wound up with a 47 per cent the tournament.
In 1962 h e was selected as an Cath edral 2-1-2 zone had enough
.
n
ni
e
v
e
shooting average for the
g
hol
es to let Baruch take 101 sho ts
Upsala managed jus t 28 pe r cent o n alte rn a te halfback for th e United b ut th e home club could only hit
22 of 79. An aggressive Beaver States Pan American and Olympic 32 of them. A 40 per cent foul
defen se had much to do with visi teams.
In ad dition to his socce r adivi sh ooting average didn't help eith er.
tors ' poor markmans hip. For the
After . the Cathedral game,
first time this season the Win ties , Killen has played base ball Baruch wil
l have seven ga mes re
and
basketbal l. In high school he
gate Gym didn't have a stan ding
maining.
Home contests are sched
was co-captain of both the soccer
room only audie nce.
and basketball squa ds. In college uled with Bronx Community Col
lege, Pratt Freshmen, City JV, and
Upsala
City College
GFP he was active in the school's dra
GFP
Camisa, lf
6 1 13 Mahland, If 1 2 4 ma societv and served as class the Main Center Eveni ng Session
team. A way gam es are with Br ook
1 1 3 Lichtman 6 3 15 president.
Greene
O O 0
Zuck'rm'n, rf 9 2 20 Brandes
0 2 2 Zaranka, rf 4 I 9
During the past year Killen h as lyn Evening, Hunter Freshmen and
Trell
1 4 6 Olivadotti O O 0 been teachin atOrange Commun the Main Center.
Schwcid
g
3 3 9
Stutz
1 0 2 Kaplan
Kiss1nan, c O 2 2 Nelson, c 2 3 7 ity College in Middletown, N. Y.
O O O
5 2 12 Dringus
Eisemann
JV BASI{ETBALL
ing a full-time teach
m
assu
is
He
O I I Cocozza, lg 3 4 10
Miller
o O O V'n'ncio, rg 3 2 8 ing position at City this semester.
Dolinsky
Seekin g its first victon· of the
O O 0
4 5 13 Young
Pearl, lg
season,
strong
a
rit
the JV will bP in action
e
inh
will
Killen
O O 0
Vallance
1 0 2
Clifton
nucleus from the l9G4 squad which twice this week. This aftern oon
Levine, rg
3 l 7
two.
City
met
Queenshoro Communitv
lost
nd
a
two
tied
six,
won
Menken
2 1 5
l O 2
Adler
The two lossf>s hcing lo teams Collegp in Hansen ffoll. Wedrn<
play
day,
at
4:30,
the ,JV will meet
national
22 18 62 which went to the
34 22 lW Tot.11
Total
45 45 -90
CJly College
offs. Citv fi nished second in the �tatcn Island Community College
Ups;1la
20 42 --------02
and
111 Han,en Hall. Tlw .n· is 0-2 for
Wr>st Co�fcrence winning- fi,·e
l''reP throws missed: City 18) - Zuck
the season losing to thP Qu�C'ns JV
C"rm.:1P, Greene, Eisemann 3, iVIiller, Ad- tying two.
1
a K
l
1
Among the returnin g lettermen and Staten Island Co.mmunitv. Two
�\hl�; nrfP;,a � a :�� k .i. n�t:1c��: 3. {1/�¼(�
other games were cancelled. ·
(Continu!'rl on l'ag<' 7
n�an 3, N('lson, BrandL'S, Young,

• rv•lVe seekS
Even,·ng seSSl0ll
n
To Renea
r [ as rvast rv,· ,·sher

E �

?\T
K,.llen amed
Soccer Coach

A rivalry which lapsed forty-three years ago will be resumed Saturday when the Beavers journey to Rochester to
meet the University of Rochester at the Palestra.
The two teams last met in 1922:<t•>-------------when t�e B eavers won 36-25. The of 25 ames last year and re tain
g
YellowJ ackets lead in the series in a st
rong nucleus, were expected
by a 7-4 margin. The first game tog be in the
thick of the league
?etween the two schools took place race this season.They have been a
m 1909. Only Adelphi and Colum- disappointment to Coach
Bob
bia on the CUITent schedu le have Greenwood lo sin to Adelphi 73-72,
g
met City before that year.
Wagner 95-92 and edging H ofstra
Rochester ranks as one of the 59-58. For the season Rider is 5-8.
top small colleges in th e state. Last Among their decisions are wins
year it compiled a 13-4 record and over Iona, Upsala, Kings and St.
retains most of that sq uad. This Peter's. Th eir losses include F air
year it has embarked on one of its field, L oyola of Baltimore Phila
t? ugh est sc�edules , b ut has con- delphia Textile , Drexel and Hart
tmued to wm.
wick.
During the first half of th e seaRider Has Height
son the Yell owjackets lost only to
Navy in th e finals of th e K odak Rider will have a decided height
classic. It has won seven times advantage over City. Its front line
be_ating Toronto, Alfred, Amherst, consists of Wayne Wyckoff, 6-5,
Niagara,Harvard ,RPI and H obart. and Dick Kutchen, 6-8 with Gary
Coach Lyle Brown dr aw s th e Smith, 6-5, Jim Larzelere, 6-6, and
h eart of his team from the New Dave Lieberman, 6-7 in reserve.
York area. Guards Ron Brown and Rou nding out the starting team are
Dave D eutsch come from Brook- B ob Fives and Ray Haesler, both
lyn and Queens, resp ectively. Cen- 6-1, an d Jack Cryan, 5-9. Fives is
ter Mike We rner hails from Brook- the lone senior among the first
lyn. Bob Easton and Phil Yurecka seven men. He scored the ,vinning
man the forward p ositions. Werner basket against Hofstra.
at 6-7 an d Easton at 6-5 provide
Cryan was an all-league selecthe bulk of the rebounding, Yuran- tio_n two years ago averaging 15
ka is the top scorer, and early in pomt? � game . A soccer goalie , he
the season was leading the country was mJured las t year and missed
�i fo:� ��oo t:g �e1; ::ta �e f�� th t:�ti ;: �a;�:t��� ��=s�:1;
t
o
i
as
i fe
to
a
n
t Citv
goal accuracy.
72-57 in a game which Coach Dav�
P olansky call ed the Beavers wo rst
League Play Res umes
o f the season. City went six minCity will resume its Tri-State utes into th e second half before
comp etition o n Tuesday, Feb. 16 scoring a p oint as th e home club
hosting Rider at the Wingate Gy m. built a one point lead to 11 and
City was one and two in league eventually to 18. Nick Serban and
play before meeting Fairleigh- Doug Endr es, the two high scorers
last y ear, are the lone graduates
Dickinso n, Saturday.
_i_s.· ____
_ n,e
_ Ias_
_ v_ i_ n_n_in_g _1_5_f1�·o m
_ t _ ye_a_ r'_
_ s _w_in
_Th_e_B_ro_ n_c_os_ _, _a_ft_e _r ,

Beavers Claw Hawks;
Win Municipal Title
By MAURICE JOSEPH

The Beaver varsity basketball team returned to the
hardwood floor Tuesday at Wingate Gym after a three
week layoff for exams and easily stretched its winning streak
to four games with an 83-54 victory over the hapless Hun
ter Hawks.
Hunter
City College
Playing before a s tanding room
GFP
GFP
only crowd of 1,200, City kept the Camisa, lf 2 2 6 Abrams, 1f 3 1 7
6 o 12 Gr'ssm'n, rf 1 0 !2
game close for a while by not scor Menken
1 3 5
O O O Horton
Dolinsky
ing. Hunter l ed 4-0 after three Zuck'rm'n. rf 6 O 12 Schloss
O I 1
1 2 4 Johnson, c 2 O 4
minutes on two field goals by Jerry Trell
2 O 4
2 2 6 Lee
Clifton
Aronowitz.
Klssman. c 2 o 4 McCombs 1 2 4
1 0 2 Al C'h'n. Jg 3 2 8
Greene
Mike Pearl conve 1ted a foul shot Eisemann
4 1 9
2 O 4 Morris
Miller
2 O 4 Ar'nwtz,rg 3 I 7
to put City into the scoring col Pearl,
7 I 15 Arnie C"h"n 1 I 3
lg
umn at 3:29, and the B eavers were Schweld
2 O 4
O O O
on their way. A field goa l by Juli e Stutz
Levine, rg 2 1 5
Levine sandwiched between two by Vallance
1 1 3
1 0 2
Pearl gave th e Lavender a 7-4 edge Adler
a fter five minutes and eve rybody
21 12 54
Total
37 9 83 Total
City College
44 311 --<13
could have gone h ome early.
20 34 -54
Hunter
Paced by Pearl's eleven points, Free throws missed: City (7) - Kiss
City roared to a 21-11 lead after man 2; Zuckerman 2, Clifton 2, Levine.
(4) - Abrams, Amie Cohen,
twelve minutes. Co ach Dave Po Hunter
Grossman, Schloss.
lan sky rested the entire first team
with ho pes of keeping th e score went as high as thirty-eight points
down, but all five of th e second before Hunter closed with a 13-4
stringers had a h and in the scor ru sh in the fina l four minutes.
For City, Pearl was high man
in g. Led by Art Menken' s 10 points,
with 15 points, Ala n Zucker man
City took a 44-20 halftime lead.
Playing the regulars a gain at had 12 and Menken 10. This vic
th e start of th e seco nd half City tory and previous victo ries over
continued to dominate both back Brooklyn and Queens gave the
boards, often getting three and BeaYers the Municipal Baske tball
four offensiv e rebounds, in a row Champio nship, and a G-a record
as Ray Camisa, Bob Kissman, and for the season.
For Hunter, the most impressi,·e
Pearl built th e lead to 32 points
thin g the Hawks brought to Win
at 64-:32.
Polansky em ptied the bench i n gate Gym was a pretty bevy of
the final eight minutes, usin g cheedeaders. Hunter is 1-9 for the
e\'Csry man on the squad as the lead season.
BARUCH EVENI'.'."G sEssro;-.; scom:-.G
G Fga lg Pct !ta ft Pct Reb A Pts Avg
75 25 .333 22 11 500 29 21 GI 15.3
4
4 52 23 442 20 10 .500 37 5 56 14.0
7 .389 15 2.() 53 17.7
3 45 23 .511 18
7 .438 57 :l 51 12.8
4 63 22 .349 16
4 444 4:J n :rn 9.5
9
44
17 .386
4
8 .267 11 8 .727 13 8 24 6.0
30
4
0
7
l 1000
1
9
4
444
2.3
4
9
0
2
.000
11
2.0
4
2 11 2 .182 0
2
l
.000
2 .200
4
•I 10
4 l.O
1 .500
I
2
.()(JO
2 2.0
6
2
I
0 .000
I 0
1.000
2 l.O
2 0
2
341 127 372 102 50 .490 223 75 304 76.0
118 GG .559
115
WO 74.0

Val Clark
Kal Liebowitz
Ronnie Epstein
Arnold Mallette
Marshall Lelchuk
John Purvis
Henry Williams
Karl Danziger
Lesli<.· W:vche
Tony Faicone
John Gorham
Total
Opponents

23
18
2U
18
12
12

HG

4
4

2
2
2

